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Abstract
Parvalbumin-positive (PV) basket cells provide perisomatic inhibition in the cortex and hippocampus and control generation of
memory-related network activity patterns, such as sharp wave ripples (SPW-R). Deterioration of this class of fast-spiking
interneurons has been observed in neuropsychiatric disorders and evidence from animalmodels suggests their involvement in
the acquisition and extinction of fear memories. Here, we used mice with neuron type-targeted expression of the presynaptic
gain-of-function glycine receptor RNA variant GlyR α3L185L to genetically enhance the network activity of PV interneurons.
These mice showed reduced extinction of contextual fear memory but normal auditory cued fear memory. They furthermore
displayed increase of SPW-R activity in area CA3 and CA1 and facilitated propagation of this particular network activity pattern,
as determined in ventral hippocampal slice preparations. Individual freezing levels during extinction and SPW-R propagation
were correlated across genotypes. The same was true for parvalbumin immunoreactivity in the ventral hippocampus, which
was generally augmented in the GlyR mutant mice and correlated with individual freezing levels. Together, these results
identify PV interneurons as critical cellular substrate of fear memory persistence and associated SPW-R activity in the
hippocampus. Our findings may be relevant for the identification and characterization of physiological correlates for
posttraumatic stress and anxiety disorders.
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Introduction
Thehippocampal formation is involved in diverse behaviors such
as stress-adaptive responding (McEwen 2012), spatial orientation
(Buzsaki and Moser 2013), and explicit memory (Pilly and Gross-
berg 2012; Buzsaki andMoser 2013). In particular, significant pro-
gress has been made regarding the neuronal mechanisms in the
hippocampus that underlie the formation and retrieval of con-
textual fear memory (Lovett-Barron et al. 2014). Recent evidence
reveals a decisive role of parvalbumin-positive (PV) hippocampal
interneurons in contextual fear learning (Donato et al. 2013,
2015). PV neurons provide perisomatic inhibition to hippocampal
principle cells and are critically involved in the generation and
propagation of behavior-related network activity patterns in the
hippocampus (Gulyas et al. 2010; Hajos et al. 2013; Hu et al. 2014;
Schlingloff et al. 2014). Their distribution shows a clear dorso-
ventral gradient with high numbers in the ventral hippocampus
(Caballero et al. 2013). Moreover, ventral hippocampal PV neu-
rons are less strongly upregulated upon chronic stress exposure
(Czeh et al. 2015) but more responsive to redox stress (Steullet
et al. 2010), indicating an important contribution of these inter-
neurons to the functional divergence of the hippocampus along
its dorso-ventral axis. However, how the network activity
patterns that are generated and transported by the PV neurons
contribute to the function of hippocampal subregions is still
not sufficiently understood.

We recently presented mice with targeted expression of gly-
cine receptor (GlyR) RNAvariant α3L185L in presynaptic terminals
of PV interneurons. Our animal model with PV interneuron-tar-
geted expression of the gain-of-function GlyR RNA variant
α3L185L (Winkelmann et al. 2014) is based on previous observa-
tions that GlyR α3L185L expression is increased in hippocampec-
tomies of patients with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (mTLE)
(Eichler et al. 2008; Legendre et al. 2009). Targeted expression of
this gain-of-function GlyR variant facilitates presynaptic release
of the neurotransmitter GABA and thereby strengthens the
weight of PV interneurons in the neural network, providing a
powerful animal model for genetically enhanced network func-
tion of this particular type of interneuron and investigation of
the role of PV interneurons with regard to neuropsychiatric co-
morbidity of epilepsy (Winkelmann et al. 2014). In this recent
study Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice showed unaltered spatial
reference memory, which is thought to depend specifically on
dorsal hippocampus, but presented with increased anxiety
(Winkelmann et al. 2014), indicating a potential change in the
function of ventral hippocampus and/or amygdala function
(Bannerman et al. 2004). Therefore, in the current study, we in-
vestigated the formation and extinction of contextual fear mem-
ory, which are known to depend, particularly, on the function of
the ventral hippocampus (Rudy and Matus-Amat 2005; Rosas-
Vidal et al. 2014), aswell as associated PV-interneuron dependent
network activity patterns in Hprtα3L185L+/0; PvalbCre +/− mice.

Explicit memories, including context representations, are not
stored permanently in the hippocampus but require transfer of
information from the hippocampus to the cortical mantle (Buz-
saki 1989; Battaglia et al. 2011). This process is facilitated by re-
play of previously stored information in compressed form
during sharp wave-ripple complexes (SPW-Rs) (Buzsaki et al.
1992; Wilson and McNaughton 1994; Nadasdy et al. 1999). SPW-
Rs are 30 to 80-ms field potential transients, which are superim-
posed by ripples with a frequency of about 200 Hz (Buzsaki et al.
1992; Maier et al. 2003, 2009). They occur during quiescent behav-
ior and slow-wave sleep (Suzuki and Smith 1988; Buzsaki 1989;
Nakashiba et al. 2009), which supports consolidation of explicit

memories in humans (Marshall et al. 2006; Rasch et al. 2007).
They also appear in hippocampal slice preparations of mice as
spontaneous events which often originate from area CA3 and
propagate to area CA1, the subiculum and eventually from
there into the cortical mantle (Chrobak and Buzsaki 1996; Maier
et al. 2003). PV interneurons are central elements in the gener-
ation of SPW-R in the hippocampus (Hajos et al. 2013; Schlingloff
et al. 2014). Thus, we reasoned that persistent fear memory stor-
age ofHprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−micemight be associatedwith al-
terations in memory consolidation-related processes supported
by hippocampal SPW-R activity. Indeed, our data demonstrate
facilitated SPW-R transfer between hippocampal CA3 and CA1
regions as a critical network characteristic of these animals.

Materials and Methods
Animals

Animals were handled according to permits (T0122/07; T0212/08;
and O-0389/10) given by the Office for Health Protection and
Technical Safety of the regional council of Berlin (LaGeSo) and
in compliance with regulations laid down in the European Com-
munity Council Directive. As described recently (Winkelmann
et al. 2014) GlyR α3L185L expression in PV interneurons was
achieved by mating homozygous B6;129P2-Hprt<tm1(CAG-
Glra3*)Jcme (MGI ID: 5608589, abbreviated: Hprtα3L185L +/+) females
with homozygous B6;129P2-Pvalb<tm1(cre)Arbr>/J (MGI ID:
3590684, abbreviated: PvalbCre +/+) males (Jackson Laboratories,
USA). Sibling males and sibling females were used for parallel
mutant and control breeding to minimize genetic background
variation. Adult male offspring (Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−), hemi-
zygous for the GlyR α3L185L allele and heterozygous for the
PvalbCre allele aged 3–12 months were used in all experiments.
Age-matched Hprtα3L185L +/0 male mice were used as control ani-
mals. A second control group comprised of Hprtα3L185L +/0; Cam-
k2aCre +/− mice was derived from breeding of Hprtα3L185L +/+

females with heterozygous B6.FVB-Tg(Camk2a-cre)2Gsc/Cnrm
(MGI ID:2181426, abbreviated: Camk2aCre +/−) males (Casanova
et al. 2001) (kindly provided by Günther Schütz, German Cancer
Research Center DKFZ, Heidelberg, Germany). In our previous
study, we confirmed that GlyR α3L185L is expressed in all hippo-
campal sectors (DG, CA3, and CA1) at presynaptic termini of
glutamatergic synapses using electron microscopy, and of PV
interneuron synapses using confocal microscopy (Winkelmann
et al. 2014). Behavioral, electrophysiological, and immunohisto-
chemical experiments were performed blind to genotype.

Behavior

Mice (N = 7 Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−, N = 10 Hprtα3L185L +/0 con-
trols) were first analyzed in the hot plate test (see Supplementary
Methods) to rule out a priori differences in pain sensitivity (mea-
sured by latency to lick hind paws) and 3 weeks later trained in a
contextual fear conditioning/fear extinction task. Training was
done in a fear conditioning apparatus (TSE Bad Homburg, Ger-
many) under low illumination (10 lux). Three daily 2.5-min train-
ing sessions were applied with each one unsignaled electric foot
shock (1 s, 0.4 mA). Fear extinctionwas analyzed in 5 daily 10 min
sessions of exposure to the training context without footshock
reinforcement. Fear behavior (complete immobility except for re-
spiratory movements, measured in the number of freezing bouts
and the freezing duration expressed as% of the test interval), was
rigorously evaluated in 2 min bins throughout the task (see Sup-
plementary Methods). Moreover, exploratory activity with a
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velocity between 3 cm/s and 20 cm/s was determined tomeasure
nondefensive behavioral activity during habituation. Freezing
and activity levels were in general agreement with our previous
observations (e.g., Albrecht et al, 2010; Sangha et al. 2009) and
thus allowed us to address both potential increase and decrease
of performance during training and extinction.

In this first behavioral experiment an additional group of
Hprtα3L185L +/0; Camk2aCre +/− mice (N = 9) from the same breeding
was included as additional controls (Winkelmann et al. 2014), in
order to control for the cell-type specificity of observed effects.

A second batch of Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice (N = 10) and
Hprtα3L185L +/0 control mice (N = 9) was trained in an auditory cued
fear conditioning and extinction paradigm (see Supplementary
Methods). To allow for a close comparison with contextual mem-
ory, freezing levels were analyzed during tone intervals in 2 min
bins (i.e., as average of % time or sum of bouts over each 4 tones
per 2 min).

A third batch of animals (Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−mice,N = 8;
Hprtα3L185L +/0 control mice, N = 8) was used to obtain individual
correlation between the freezing level of the mouse with SPW-R
activity. Here context-dependent memory was tested similar to
the first set of experiments, but mice were sacrificed 1 h after
the E2 session and horizontal slices were obtained from the ven-
tral hippocampus of the corresponding mouse (see Supplemen-
tary Methods). Since the behavioral difference was strongest at
the initial phase of each extinction session, E2, here, was limited
to only 2 min. For calculation of correlation to freezing behavior
the average SPW-R values of 2–5 slices per mice were used.
Only slices exhibiting SPW-Rs in both CA3 and CA1 were further
processed for correlation analysis.

Electrophysiology

Horizontal brain slices from ventral hippocampus were prepared
as described earlier (Albrecht et al. 2013) and local field potential
(LFP) recordingswere obtained fromCA3 andCA1pyramidal layer
(see SupplementaryMethods and Supplementary Fig. 1). Charac-
teristics of SPW-R activity and CA3–CA1 network interactions
were analyzed using a MATLAB-based code (MathWorks, Natick,
MA; see Supplementary Methods).

To find out whether SPW-R can be recorded in isolated slices
of the dorsal hippocampus, transverse-like slices of the dorsal
hippocampus from naïve C57BL/6 mice were obtained using sev-
eral methods described in the literature (Papatheodoropoulos
and Kostopoulos 2000, 2002; Steullet et al. 2010; Dougherty et al.
2012; see also Supplementary Methods).

Immunohistochemical Analysis of Parvalbumin
Immunoreactivity

Another batch of Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice (N = 7) and
Hprtα3L185L +/0 control mice (N = 5) were trained in a contextual
fear conditioning and extinction paradigm as described above.
Again, in order to avoid a potentially confounding effect of with-
in-session habituation of freezing E2 was limited to only 2 min,
and mice were sacrificed 1 h thereafter. Mice were anesthetized
with Pentobarbital (i.p., 50 mg/kg) and preperfused with 0.9%
NaCl (ca. 30 mL). After complete blood wash out, animals were
perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA, ca. 100 mL) and brains
were then transferred to 4% PFA overnight (at 4°C). One day later
brainswere transferred to 30%sucrose and0.02%NaN3 for thepur-
pose of cryoprotection. From each animal, cryosections (25 µm)
were obtained in coronal and horizontal planes (CM1850, Leica
Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) for investigation of dorsal and

ventral hippocampi, respectively, and mounted on Superfrost
Plus microscope slides (Menzel GmbH, Braunschweig, Germany).
Dorsal and ventral hippocampi were set at −2.1 mm and
−4.56 mm, respectively, from bregma. Sections were stained with
an anti-parvalbumin mouse monoclonal antibody (clone 235,
1:2500; Swant), as described recently (Winkelmann et al. 2014)
and visualized using carboxymethyl indocyanine- (Cy5-) conju-
gated secondary antibody (Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories,
USA). Cell nuclei were stained with DAPI.

Confocal images were acquired with an inverted confocal
laser scanning microscope LSM700 (Zeiss) equipped with a
20× NA 0.8 PlanApochromat objective. Z-stacks and tile scans
were acquired with 0.5 µm lateral and 4 µm axial pixel size to
identify individual nuclei and cells. A 405 nm laser (set at 1.2%
of 5 mW) was used for excitation and SP490 filter for detection
of DAPI. A 639 nm laser (5 mW) and LP640 filter was used for de-
tection of parvalbumin (Cy5). To exploit the full dynamic range
(12 bit) of the parvalbumin signals the 639 nm laser power was
changed for individual slices in a way that <20% of the pixels
belonging to the brightest PV cells were saturated, referring to
experiments described recently (Donato et al. 2013). However,
in contrast to the elegant study by Donato et al. (2013), changing
laser power was necessary here in our semiquantitative analysis
because the immunochemical analysis of parvalbumin signal in-
tensitywas performed blindwith regard to genotype and freezing
duration. Thus, due to the experimental procedure, there was no
“control” animal group for optimization of laser power and use
of constant laser settings throughout the experiment, but Sup-
plementary Figure 2 shows that, even though changing laser
power, there was no correlation between background signal
intensity (calculated from the whole CA3b region outside of the
ROIs and given as the average fluorescence of the maximum
intensity z-projection) and freezing duration. The fluorescence
signal of PV cells was quantified using a procedure written in
IGOR 6.3 (WaveMetrics, USA). PV cells were identified manually
by selecting regions of interest (ROIs, 15 × 15 µm) in the respective
CA3 region of each z-section. Parvalbumin signals not associated
with a cell nucleus were excluded from analysis. Background
fluorescence was subtracted. Subsequent quantification of the
parvalbumin signal intensities was done by averaging the fluores-
cence signal of each ROI using the bit values of the maximum in-
tensity z-projection. The threshold to distinguish between PV cells
with different parvalbumin signal intensitieswas set for each slice
separately by setting the respective background fluorescence
value to 0% and the fluorescence value from the maximum PV
cell to 100%. Classification was done using the following thresh-
olds: 0–25% (low), 25–50% (intermediate low), 50–75% (intermedi-
ate high), and 75–100% (high). Then, the proportions in percent
of PV cells with low, intermediate low, intermediate high, or
high parvalbumin signal intensities was calculated and averaged
(3–5 slices per animal and ventral or dorsal hippocampus). These
valueswere further used for analysis of correlationwith individual
freezing durations at E2.

Statistics and Data Presentation

Statistical analysis and data presentation were performed using
SigmaPlot (Systat Software Inc.) and SPSS 22.0 (IBM Germany
GmbH, Ehningen, Germany) for analysis of the behavior data.
Accordingly, one-way ANOVA or Kruskal–Wallis one-way ana-
lysis of variance on rankswas used to assess differences between
the groups. One-way ANOVA was applied for the hot plate test
and percent activity at T1 before first shock presentation, re-
peated-measures ANOVA for fear conditioning and extinction.
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If applicable, Fisher’s LSD test was performed for post hoc com-
parisons. Electrophysiological data were evaluated for normality
(Shapiro–Wilk Test) and equal variance before assessing statistic-
al significance of mean values. Then, either Student’s t-test or
Mann–Whitney U test was used to compare genotype effect. For
analysis of consolidation of extinguished fear memory between
extinction sessions, dependent samples t-test was performed.
Pearson Product Moment Correlation was used to assess the
correlation between 2 parameters. P values below 0.05 were
considered significant.

Results
Impaired Extinction of Context Fear Memory

Considering the established role of PVhippocampal interneurons
in contextual fear learning and anxiety-related behavior (Donato
et al. 2013; Winkelmann et al. 2014), we tested acquisition and
extinction of hippocampus-dependent contextual fear memory

in Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice (Fig. 1A). Hprtα3L185L +/0 mice
were used as controls and an additional group of Hprtα3L185L +/0;
Camk2aCre +/− was included to the analysis to confirm cell-type
specificity of effects (Winkelmann et al. 2014).

Before conditioning,we controlled for potential confounds that
might affect stimulus evaluation or expression of conditioned
fear. A comparable pain threshold in all 3 genotypes was con-
firmed in the hot plate test measured by latency to lick hind
paws (Fig. 1B; F2,23 = 0.346, P > 0.05). Altered exploratory activity be-
came evident during the pretraining exposure to the training con-
text (one-way ANOVA, F2,23 = 8.839, P < 0.01) due to Hprtα3L185L +/0;
PvalbCre +/−mice showingmore activity than the other 2 genotypes
(P < 0.01, Fisher’s LSD test; Fig. 1C). However, pretraining incidence
of freezingdurationandnumberof freezing bouts at thefirst dayof
training (T1) were comparable between genotypes (Fig. 1D,E).

In addition to freezing and exploratory activity, behaviors
involving slow or small movements such as alert watching,
stretched attending or grooming were displayed by the experi-
mental animals at low frequency and with high interindividual

Figure 1. Fear extinction is impaired inmicewith enhanced functionality of PV interneurons (Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−). (A) Sketch of the fear conditioning protocol. Mice

received 3 consecutive daily training and 5 consecutive daily extinction sessions. Memory performancewas analyzed in 2 min bins. (B) A hot plate test confirmed an equal

pain threshold in all 3 genotypes, as measured by latency to lick hind paws (black bar: Hprtα3L185L +/0 (control), gray bar: Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−, red bar: Hprtα3L185L +/0;

Camk2aCre +/−). (C) Baseline exploratory activity before first shock presentation. Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− miceweremore active thanmice in the other 2 groups (black bar:

Hprtα3L185L +/0 (control), gray bar: Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−, red bar: Hprtα3L185L +/0; Camk2aCre +/−). (D) Freezing duration in percent time of the first 2 min of each session is

displayed as ameasure of long-term fearmemory. Amild reduction in freezingwas observed inHprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−mice at training dayT2, but genotypes performed

equally upon further training. During extinctionHprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice showed consistently higher freezing levels than Hprtα3L185L +/0 (control) andHprtα3L185L +/0;

Camk2aCre +/−mice. (E) Numberof freezing bouts in thefirst 2 min of each session is displayed. Similar to the freezing duration, the numberof freezing boutswas reduced in

theHprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− group at T2. Moreover, bouts were increased at R/E1 and remained high throughout extinction. Data representmean ± SEM. T1–T3 = training

days 1–3, R = retrieval, E1–5 = extinction days 1–5. Significant difference between Hprtα3L185L +/0 and Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre+/− mice is indicated with asterisks. Significant

difference between Hprtα3L185L +/0; Camk2aCre +/− and Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice is indicated using #, ##, or ### symbols. (*,#: P < 0.05; **,##: P < 0.01; ***, ###: P < 0.001).
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difference, in agreement with our previous observations (Laxmi
et al. 2003). These behaviors were not further considered for the
analysis of fear memory.

To test the acquisition and stability of long-term fear mem-
ory, freezing behavior was determined during the first 2 min of
each fear conditioning and fear extinction session (Fig. 1D,E). As
described earlier, we binned the data in 2 min to decode any
time-dependent between-session and within-session effects in
a most accurate manner possible (Sangha et al. 2009). Significant
session effects became evident concerning both the freezing
duration (repeated-measures ANOVA, F7,161 = 58.714, P < 0.001;
Fig. 1D) and the number of freezing bouts (F7,161 = 58.708,
P < 0.001; Fig. 1E) as freezing levels generally increased during
training and decreased during extinction. In the absence of a sig-
nificant main effect of genotype, we further observed significant
interactions of session and genotype for both fear measures
(freezing duration: F14,161 = 3.161, P < 0.01, Fig. 1D; freezing bouts:
F14,161 = 4.313, P < 0.001, Fig. 1E). Across the 3 training sessions,
both freezing duration and the number of freezing bouts in-
creased in all genotypes (T1 vs. T3: P < 0.001, Fischer’s LSD,
Fig. 1D,E). Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− showed a slow acquisition
of the task with reduced freezing duration after the first training
day (P < 0.05 compared with Hprtα3L185L +/0 control mice), but this
difference was fully overcome in the following training sessions.

In contrast, fear extinction proved to be strictly dependent on
genotype. Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice displayed consistently
higher freezing levels than Hprtα3L185L +/0 controls (freezing dur-
ation E2, E3: P < 0.05; freezing bouts R/E1–E5: P < 0.05; for details
see diagram Fig. 1D,E). In fact, Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice
showed less reduction in freezing duration and in contrast to con-
trols (Hprtα3L185L +/0 E3, E4: P < 0.05; Hprtα3L185L +/0; Camk2aCre +/− E2,
E4, E5: P < 0.01, E3: P < 0.05) entirely failed to reduce the number of
freezing bouts comparedwith their firstmemory retrieval session.
Hprtα3L185L +/0 and Hprtα3L185L +/0; Camk2aCre +/− mice did not differ
from each other during either acquisition or extinction of fear
memory.

Extinction: Within-session Freezing Response

As the next step,we analyzed the decline of the freezing response
within each extinction session across five 2-min intervals (i1–i5,
Fig. 2).

In the retrieval and first extinction training session R/E1
(Fig. 2A), a significant main effect for the interval was observed
(F4,92 = 21.388, P < 0.001), but no effect of the genotype (F2,23 =
0.739, P > 0.05) or a genotype × interval interaction (F8,92 = 1.649,
P > 0.05) was detected. Post hoc comparison revealed a reduction
of freezing compared with the first interval i1 in all 3 genotypes
(Hprtα3L185L +/0: i3–i5 vs. i1: P < 0.05; Hprtα3L185L +/0; Camk2aCre +/−:
i3, i4 vs. i1: P < 0.05; Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−: i4, i5 vs. i1: P < 0.01).

In session E2 (Fig. 2B), a significant effect was evident for the
interval (F4,92 = 7.964, P < 0.001) as well as for genotype × interval
interaction (F8,92 = 3.043, P < 0.01), but no significant effect for
the genotype alone (F2,23 = 3.168, P > 0.05) was observed.
Hprtα3L185L +/0 mice reduced the time spent freezing from the
first to the fourth interval (P < 0.05). However, Hprtα3L185L +/0;
PvalbCre +/− mice displayed high freezing levels in the beginning,
which declined during each session (i3: P < 0.05, i4: P < 0.001, i5:
P < 0.01; i3 vs. i2: P < 0.05, i4 vs. i2: P < 0.001, i5 vs. i2: P < 0.01).
Hprtα3L185L +/0; Camk2aCre +/− showed no significant changes
between intervals.

A similar pattern emerged in E3 (Fig. 2C) with Hprtα3L185L +/0;
PvalbCre +/− mice showing high freezing levels in i1 and i2 and
alignment with the other 2 genotypes during i3–i5. Thus a

significant interval effect (F4,92 = 9.278, P < 0.001) and a significant
genotype × interval interaction (F8,92 = 3.857, P < 0.01) but nomain
genotype effect emerged (F2, 23 = 1.509, P > 0.05). Pair-wise com-
parisons confirmed a significant reduction from the first 2 inter-
vals to the last 3 inHprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−mice only (i3–5 vs. i1:
P < 0.01, i3–5 vs. i2: P < 0.01).

The same pattern was observed in session E4 (Fig. 2D) with a
significant interval effect (F4,92 = 4.487, P < 0.01) and a significant
interaction (F8,92 = 3.49, P < 0.01) but no genotype effect (F2,23 =
0.59, P > 0.05). Again, freezing diminished only in Hprtα3L185L +/0;
PvalbCre +/− mice during the session (i1 vs. i4, i5: P < 0.01; i2 vs.
i4, i5: P < 0.05; i3 vs. i5: P < 0.05).

Finally, for session E5 (Fig. 2E) a significant interval effect
(F4,92 = 5.972, P < 0.001) and a significant interaction (F8,92 = 2.409,
P < 0.05) arose. The genotype alone did not yield a significant
effect (F2,23 = 0.016, P > 0.05). In the Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−

mice the first interval i1 differed significantly from each i3, i4,
and i5 (P < 0.05), and the i2 differed from i4 (P < 0.05). Again, no
significant habituation was found in the other groups.

Figure 2. Altered within-session fear extinction in Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice.

For a detailed analysis of freezing behaviorwithin extinction sessions, each five 2-

min intervals (i1–i5) were analyzed. Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice showed high

initial freezing levels and significant decline during each session: E1–-Retrieval

(A), E2–Extinction Day 2 (B), E3–Extinction Day 3 (C), E4–Extinction Day 4 (D), E5–

Extinction Day 5 (E). Hprtα3L185L+/0 and Hprtα3L185L +/0; Camk2aCre +/− mice showed

within-session extinction only during E1 and displayed constantly low freezing

levels thereafter. (black label: Hprtα3L185L +/0 (control), gray label: Hprtα3L185L +/0;

PvalbCre +/−, red label: Hprtα3L185L +/0; Camk2aCre +/−). Data represent mean ± SEM

and are reported as percent time of the investigated 2-min time interval.

Asterisks (*) indicate significant differences to the first interval within

Hprtα3L185L +/0 genotype. The “&” symbol indicates significant difference to the

first interval within Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− genotype, P < 0.05; &&, P < 0.01;

&&&, P < 0.001. “#” indicates significant differences to the first interval within

Hprtα3L185L +/0; Camk2aCre +/− genotype, P < 0.05.
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Failure in Consolidation of Fear Extinction

Based on the observed deficit in long-term contextual extinction
memory and acute habituation during each extinction session
with high initial freezing levels in Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−

mice, we further analyzed the consolidation of extinguished
fear memory between daily sessions. To this end, we compared
the last 2-min interval of each extinction session E1–E4 with
the first 2-min interval of the following ones Supplementary
Figure 3). A deficit to consolidate fear extinction was observed
only in Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice but not in any other
group (freezing duration in Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−: R/E1 vs.
E2: t(6) =−2.122, P > 0.05; E2 vs. E3: t(6) = −2.501, P < 0.05; E3 vs. E4:
t(6) = −3.329, P < 0.05; E4 vs. E5: t(6) = −5.202, P < 0.01; freezing
bouts: R/E1 vs. E2: t(6) =−4.727, P < 0.01; E2 vs. E3: t(6) =−3.107, P <
0.05; E3 vs. E4: t(6) =−3.359, P < 0.05; E4 vs. E5: t(6) =−5.31, P < 0.01).

To sum up, detailed analysis of each extinction session reveals
that while freezing levels in both other groups declined only in the
first session and remained low thereafter,Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−

mice freezing levels habituated acutely during each extinction ses-
sion and then recovered overnight initial high levels to the next
session.

Unaltered Auditory Cued Fear Memory

To test whether the observed extinction deficit was specific for
contextual fear memory, we performed auditory cued fear mem-
ory with control (Hprtα3L185L +/0) and Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−

mice (Fig. 3A). Here, neither conditioning nor extinction were sig-
nificantly altered in Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice (Fig. 3B). Both
genotypes displayed a significant decline of freezing over the
course of the 5 extinction sessions (repeated-measurement
ANOVA for freezing duration: session effect: F4,68 = 12.141,
P < 0.001, session × genotype effect: F4,68 = 0.683, P = 0 > 0.05, geno-
type effect: F1,17 = 0.034, P > 0.05; repeated-measures ANOVA for
number of freezing bouts: session effect: F4,68 = 10.536, P < 0.001,
session × genotype effect: F4,68 = 0.642, P > 0.05, genotype: F1,17 =
0.164, P > 0.05). Moreover, fear responses were comparable when
the tone was presented in the shock context (renewal: t-test for
freezing duration: t(17) = 0.442, P > 0.05; t-test for number of freez-
ing bouts: t(17) = 1.811, P > 0.05; Figure 3B).

Mice responded similarly to the first shock context presenta-
tion before training (t-test for freezing duration: t(17) = −0.568,
P > 0.05; t-test for number of freezing bouts: t(17) =−1.42, P > 0.05),
as well as immediately thereafter (t-test for freezing duration:

Figure 3.Auditory cued fear conditioning and extinction are unaltered inmicewith enhanced functionality of PV interneurons (Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−). (A) Sketch of the

conditioning protocol.Mice received a total of 4 adaptation sessions to the background context. Conditioning to a tonewas performed in 3 tone–shock pairings, followed by

extinction of the tone fear memory in a neutral context on 5 consecutive days. Finally, renewal (context-dependency of an extinguished fear response) was tested by

presenting the tone in the shock context. (B) Both genotypes displayed comparable post training freezing, auditory fear memory extinction and fear renewal in the

original shock context. (C) Likewise, genotypes did not differ in pretraining shock context or pre-extinction neutral context freezing. Contextual freezing levels in (B)

and (C) are reported in percent time of 2 min, cued freezing in percent time of the first 4 10-s stimulus presentations of each session (distributed over 2 min). Data are

mean ± SEM. R = retrieval, E1–E5 = extinction days 1–5, RN = renewal, PT = post training, A = adaptation. &&& indicate a significant main effect for extinction sessions

P < 0.001.
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t(17) = −1.473, P > 0.05; t-test for number of freezing bouts:
t(17) = 1.634, P > 0.05), and to the first presentation of the neutral
context before extinction (t-test for freezing duration: t(17) = 0.705,
P > 0.05; t-test for number of freezing bouts: t(17) =−0.41, P > 0.05;
Figure 3C). Moreover, there were no differences between geno-
types in the first 2-min bin of the first adaptation and the last
2 min of the last adaptation, and both control and Hprtα3L185L
+/0; PvalbCre +/− mice thus habituated similarly to a so-far neutral
context (P ≥ 0.05, data not shown). Cumulatively, these results
identify a specific impairment of contextual fear memory extinc-
tion in Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice.

Enhanced Hippocampal Sharp Wave-ripples in
Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice

We hypothesized that the lack of extinction consolidation in
Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice might be related to a role of PV
interneurons in controlling hippocampal network activity pat-
terns. In particular, PV neurons are involved in sharpwave-ripple
(SPW-R) activity (Hajos et al. 2013; Hu et al. 2014; Schlingloff et al.
2014), which is crucial for memory consolidation (Girardeau et al.
2009; Nakashiba et al. 2009).

Therefore, we performed extracellular field potential record-
ings in area CA3 and CA1 of horizontal hippocampal slices from
Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−mice. SPW-Rs resembling those recorded
in vivo (Csicsvari et al. 1999; Maier et al. 2012) were detected in the
majority (127out of 180) of the investigated slice preparations from
the ventral hippocampus (Supplementary Figs 1, 3 and Fig. 4A,B).
In contrast, in spite of systematic methodological development
we, like others (Papatheodoropoulos and Kostopoulos 2002),
were not able to record spontaneous SPW-Rs in dorsal hippocam-
pal slices from either mutants or wild type animals.

In the CA3 and CA1 of ventral hippocampal slices, however,
clear differences between genotypes could beobserved. In particu-
lar, in the CA3, SPW incidence (Fig. 4C, left-hand) was slightly but
significantly increased in slices from Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−

mice (1.64 ± 0.07 Hz; P < 0.05) compared with control mice (1.38 ±
0.09 Hz). In the CA1 (representative traces are shown in Supple-
mentary Fig. 4), a general reduction of SPW incidence was
observed compared with area CA3 regardless of the genotype
(Fig. 4C, right-hand). This may be due to severed connectivity be-
tween areas CA3 and CA1 during slice preparation. In addition, the
strength of the SPW-R generation in the CA3 and local CA3-inde-
pendent generation of SPW-Rs in the CA1 are other factors that
could modulate the incidence of CA1 SPW-Rs. Nevertheless,
SPWs were more frequent (Fig. 4C, right-hand; Table 1) in CA1 of
Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre+/−mice comparedwith control mice (1.10 ±
0.09 Hz vs. 0.60 ± 0.06 Hz; P < 0.001). In the CA3, the area under the
curve of SPWs (Fig. 4D, left-hand), which represents the sum of
compound postsynaptic potentials, was not different between
genotypes (Table 1; P > 0.05). There was no significant change in
area under the curve of SPWs in the CA1 (Fig. 4D, right-hand;
Table 1; P > 0.05). Interestingly, the number of ripples per SPW in
the CA3 (Fig. 4E, left-hand) was significantly higher in Hprtα3L185L
+/0; PvalbCre +/− mice (3.37 ± 0.10, P < 0.001) compared with the con-
trol mice (2.76 ± 0.10) while, in the CA1, the number of ripples per
SPW (Fig. 4E, right-hand) was comparable inHprtα3L185L+/0; PvalbCre

+/− and control mice (Table 1, P > 0.05). Moreover, the CA3 ripple
amplitude (Fig. 4F, left-hand) was smaller in slices of Hprtα3L185L
+/0; PvalbCre +/− mice (64 ± 5 µV; P < 0.05) compared with control
mice (86 ± 6 µV). Interestingly, ripple amplitude in the CA1
(Fig. 4F, right-hand) was statistically unaltered (see Table 1 for de-
tails; P > 0.05). Lastly, analysis of ripple frequency in the CA3
(Fig. 4G, left-hand) revealed that Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre+/− mice

exhibited ripples with higher frequency (Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre

+/−, 231 ± 2 Hz vs. Hprtα3L185L +/0, 213 ± 3 Hz; P < 0.001). This param-
eter was unchanged in Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice (Fig. 4G,
right-hand; see Table 1 for details; P > 0.05).

Collectively, the data obtained from recording in area CA3 and
CA1 show that SPW-R properties are profoundly altered in slices
of mice with hyperfunctionality of PV interneurons. Further-
more, an increased SPW incidence in the CA1 of Hprtα3L185L +/0;
PvalbCre +/− mice, suggests facilitated propagation of SPW-Rs in
these animals.

Enhanced Neural Network Interaction During SPW-R
Activity

To determine whether the propagation of SPW-Rs from area CA3
to area CA1 is facilitated in slices of Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−

mice, extracellular field recordings were obtained simultaneous-
ly from both areas CA3 and CA1, and CA3-to-CA1 network
interactions were analyzed (Fig. 5A–I). In line with the increase
in SPW incidence in both areas CA3 and CA1 in Hprtα3L185L +/0;
PvalbCre +/− mice, the correlation of SPW activity (Fig. 5B,C) in
CA3 and CA1 was significantly increased in these animals (0.62 ±
0.07) compared with control (0.28 ± 0.05; P = < 0.001). Increased
correlation of SPW activity between CA3 and CA1 can result
from augmented signal-to-noise ratio in area CA3 where the
SPW-Rs are generated (Maier et al. 2003). Indeed, signal-to-
noise ratio (Fig. 5D) in CA3 was almost doubled in Hprtα3L185L +/0;
PvalbCre +/− mice (93 ± 12) compared with controls (Hprtα3L185L +/0,
46 ± 8; P < 0.01). Furthermore, there was a positive correlation be-
tween signal-to-noise ratio and CA3–CA1 correlation values
(Fig. 5D,E; Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−, P < 0.01, correlation
coefficient = 0.70; Hprtα3L185L +/0, P < 0.05, correlation coefficient =
0.53). Consistently, amplitude correlation of SPWs (Fig. 5F) was
significantly increased in Hprtα3L185L+/0; PvalbCre +/− mice (0.65 ±
0.07; P < 0.01) compared with control mice (0.34 ± 0.06), and SPW
latency (Fig. 5G) from CA3 to CA1 was significantly shorter in
Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice (6.1 ± 0.6 ms; P < 0.05) compared
with control mice (11.6 ± 1.6 ms). We finally analyzed failures of
SPW propagation (Fig. 5H,I) from CA3 to CA1 and observed
fewer failures in Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice (0.35 ± 0.07)
than in control mice (Hprtα3L185L +/0, 0.54 ± 0.06; P < 0.05; Fig. 5H,
I). Altogether, these data demonstrate an enhanced signal-to-
noise ratio and a significantly more reliable propagation of SPW
from area CA3 to area CA1 in slices of mice with hyperfunction-
ality of PV interneurons.

Correlation Between SPW-R Activity and Fear Memory
Persistence

In order to test for possible correlation of individual network ac-
tivity and fear memory persistence, we next examined SPW-R
activity 1 hour after the second extinction session, that is, the
time point when successful extinction was first observed in con-
trol groups, but not in Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice. Overall,
Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre+/−mice (N = 8mice,N = 37 slices) in this ex-
periment showed differences to control Hprtα3L185L +/0 mice (N = 8
mice, N = 40 slices) that were similar to those observed in naïve
mutants. Specifically, a higher incidence of SPW-Rs was evident
in area CA1 (Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−, 1.65 ± 0.07 Hz vs.
Hprtα3L185L +/0, 1.03 ± 0.09 Hz; P < 0.05), whereas in area CA3 no dif-
ference was evident (Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−, 1.27 ± 0.05 Hz vs.
Hprtα3L185L +/0, 1.16 ± 0.05 Hz; P > 0.05). Interestingly, we observed
differential effects of fear extinction training on other SPW-R
properties in both genotypes (data shown in detail in Table 2).
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Next, we analyzed freezing duration and parameters reflect-
ing the strength of network interactions during SPW-Rs after
the second extinction session E2 (Fig. 6A–E; Table 2). Tominimize
a potential effect of memory retrieval itself on hippocampal
physiology we restricted testing of fear memory to a brief 2 min
period in this session. Consistent with the results shown above
(Fig. 1), Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice again showed increased
freezing at the session E2 compared with control Hprtα3L185L +/0

mice (Fig. 6B; Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−, 74.1 ± 4.4% vs. Hprtα3L185L
+/0, 50.7 ± 4.2%; P < 0.01). Furthermore, CA3–CA1 event failure was

significantly decreased in Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice com-
pared with control mice (Fig. 6C; Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−,
0.13 ± 0.02 vs. Hprtα3L185L +/0, 0.46 ± 0.07; P < 0.01), increased CA3–
CA1 correlation was observed (Fig. 6D; Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−,
0.46 ± 0.04 vs. Hprtα3L185L +/0, 0.27 ± 0.04; P < 0.01;), and the signal-
to-noise ratio was increased in area CA3 (Fig. 6E; Hprtα3L185L +/0;
PvalbCre +/−, 52 ± 5 vs. Hprtα3L185L +/0, 25 ± 4; P < 0.05).

We next askedwhether the observed changes in SPW-R activ-
ity would correlate with freezing behavior on an individual ani-
mal level, but did not find any correlation between freezing

Figure 4. Incidence of SPW-R is increased in mice with enhanced functionality of PV interneurons (Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−). (A) Example traces of SPW-Rs recorded in

pyramidal cell layer of CA3 in horizontal hippocampal slice preparations. (B) Representative traces of SPW-R (top trace), ripples (middle trace), and SPW (bottom trace) of

each genotype. (C–G) Summary graphs depicting differences in SPW-R properties in the CA3 and CA1 regions of Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice compared with control

animals (Hprtα3L185L +/0). Quantitative data on SPW occurrence (C), area under curve of SPWs (D), number of ripples per SPW (E), amplitude of ripple oscillations (F), and

ripple frequency (G) are shown. The data in the graphs are shownas boxplots. Themedian value is the horizontal line. The boundaryof the box closest to zero indicates the

25th percentile and the boundary of the box farthest from zero indicates the 75th percentile. Whiskers (error bars) above and below the box indicate the 90th and 10th

percentiles. Data points (single dots) beyond the 5th and 95th percentiles are also displayed. Student’s t-test orMann–WhitneyU testwas used to compare genotype effect

in each region. Significant differences between genotypes are indicated with asterisks (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001).
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behavior and SPW-R properties within a group (n = 8 animals
each, data not shown). However, after pooling data from both
genotypes, a significant negative correlation was observed be-
tweenCA3–CA1propagation failure (i.e., increasednetwork inter-
actions during SPW-Rs) and freezing duration (Supplementary
Fig. 5A, Pearson’s R =−0.536; P < 0.05). Furthermore, a significant
positive correlation between SPW incidence in area CA1 and
freezing duration became evident (Supplementary Fig. 5B, R =
0.538; P < 0.05), but freezing duration and CA3–CA1 SPW correl-
ation, CA3 signal-to-noise ratio, or CA3–CA1 latency did not cor-
relate (R = 0.485, R = 0.194, or R = −0.130, respectively; P > 0.05,
each).

Correlation Between Parvalbumin Expression and Fear
Memory Persistence

Recently, specific levels of parvalbumin immunoreactivity (clas-
sified as low, intermediate low, intermediate high, and high) in
the dorsal hippocampal CA3b region were established as cellular
anatomical correlate of PV network configuration and its involve-
ment in memory consolidation in a novel-object recognition
learning task (Donato et al. 2013). We examined this parameter
in ventral and dorsal hippocampi of mice 1 h after the second
extinction session E2 (Fig. 7A). Tominimize the effect of memory
retrieval itself on PV gene expression we again restricted the
session to 2 min. Again, Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice showed
increased freezing at the session E2 compared with control
Hprtα3L185L +/0 mice (Fig. 7B; Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−, 65.5 ± 7.6%
vs. Hprtα3L185L +/0, 37.3 ± 8.2%; P < 0.05), confirming our initial find-
ings. PV signals were significantly increased in the ventral hippo-
campus of Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice compared with control
animals, whereas no difference was observed in the dorsal
hippocampus of the 2 animal groups (Fig. 7C,D; P < 0.001 and
P > 0.05, respectively). We then asked whether freezing duration
at E2 would correlatewith the proportion of ventral hippocampal
interneurons in the 4 groups classified “low”, “intermediate low”,
“intermediate high,” and “high”. Again there was no correlation
of data within a group, but when data from both genotypes
were pooled (n = 15 animals), the fraction of interneurons classi-
fied “intermediate high” positively and significantly correlated
with freezing times (Supplementary Fig. 6A; Pearson’s R = 0.59,
P < 0.05), while the fraction of interneurons classified “low” de-
creased freezing time-dependently and negatively and signifi-
cantly correlated with freezing times (Supplementary Fig. 6A;
Pearson’s R = −0.74, P < 0.01). Pearson’s R for “high” and “inter-
mediate low” neurons did not indicate significant correlation
(R = 0.49 and R = −0.34, respectively, P > 0.05). Also, in the dorsal
hippocampus, no correlation was observed between freezing
times and fractions of PV interneurons in the 4 different groups
(Supplementary Fig. 6B).

Discussion
Genetic and experience-dependent alterations in perisomatic in-
hibition may provide a disposition to altered fear memory and
anxiety states. We used here an animal model with PV inter-
neuron-targeted expression of the gain-of-function GlyR RNA
variant α3L185L (Winkelmann et al. 2014) to study this relation.
GlyR α3L185L expression is increased in hippocampectomies of
patients with temporal lobe epilepsy (Eichler et al. 2008; Legendre
et al. 2009). In our animal model, the presynaptic expression of
GlyR α3L185L results in enhancement of the functional impact of
PV interneurons within the neural network (Winkelmann et al.
2014). Our data identify a pronounced effect of such geneticT
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enhancement of perisomatic-targeting inhibitory interneurons
on the generation and propagation of hippocampal SPW-Rs and
to the persistence of contextual fear memory. We propose that
the increased SPW-R activity in these mice may represent a
physiological correlate of reconsolidation of the original fear
memory, outcompeting fear extinction.

In our previous study, Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice pre-
sented with increased anxiety but normal spatial memory
(Winkelmann et al. 2014). The ventral hippocampus, which is en-
riched in PV interneurons as compared with the dorsal hippo-
campus (Caballero et al. 2013), is known to control emotional
aspects of behavior and memory formation (Bannerman et al.

Table 2 Properties of SPW-Rs in CA3 and CA1 of adult hippocampal slices in fear-exposed mice investigated at the second day of extinction
training (E2)

SPW incidence (Hz) SPW area under curve
(mV ms)

Number of ripples per
SPW

Ripple amplitude
(µV)

Ripple Frequency
(Hz)

CA3
N = 8, 8
n = 39, 37

CA1
N = 8, 8
n = 37, 35

CA3
N = 8, 8
n = 40, 37

CA1
N = 8, 8
n = 37, 35

CA3
N = 8, 8
n = 40, 37

CA1
N = 8, 8
n = 36, 35

CA3
N = 8, 8
n = 39, 37

CA1
N = 8, 8
n = 40, 36

CA3
N = 8, 8
n = 40, 37

CA1
N = 8, 8
n = 35, 33

Hprtα3L185L+/0 1.16 ± 0.05 1.03 ± 0.09# 1.09 ± 0.15# 1.13 ± 0.17# 2.45 ± 0.11 2.38 ± 0.11 63 ± 7# 39 ± 3 215 ± 2 229 ± 3
Hprtα3L185L+/0; PvalbCre+/− 1.27 ± 0.05# 1.65 ± 0.07*,# 1.62 ± 0.17# 1.88 ± 0.17* 2.78 ± 0.09# 2.89 ± 0.12* 63 ± 5 44 ± 3 216 ± 1# 231 ± 2

Number of animals (N) and number of slices (n) are indicated for each genotype. The data are presented as mean ± SEM.

*Indicates significant (P < 0.05) difference between genotypes.

#Indicates significant fear training effect (P < 0.05) in comparison to naïve animals (Table 1).

Figure 5.CA3–CA1network interaction during SPW-R activity is facilitated inmicewith enhanced functionality of PV interneurons (Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−). (A) Example

traces of low-pass filtered (3–45 Hz) SPW-Rs recorded simultaneously in pyramidal cell layer of areas CA3 (top) and CA1 (bottom) in horizontal hippocampal slice

preparations. (B) The representative example of cross-correlation of SPWs indicates increased correlation and decreased latency in Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice. The

dashed lines indicate peak and latency. (C) Summary graph indicating a significant increase in CA3–CA1 correlation of SPWs inHprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−mice (n = 15 slices,

N = 4 mice) compared with Hprtα3L185L +/0 control mice (n = 19 slices, N = 5 mice). (D) Mean values of CA3–CA1 correlation of SPWs (y axis) plotted against mean values of

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR, x axis) for both genotypes. Note thatHprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−mice exhibited a significant increase of SNR in CA3 aswell as CA3–CA1 correlation

of SPWs. (E) Individual values of CA3–CA1 correlation (y axis) and SNR (x axis) were plotted against each other. Note that a high CA3–CA1 correlation correlates with an

increased signal-to-noise ratio in CA3 of the hippocampal slices. (F) CA3–CA1 amplitude correlation of SPWswere increased inHprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre+/−mice. (G) CA3–CA1

SPW latencywasdecreased inHprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−mice. (H) The ratioof failures of SPWpropagation fromCA3 toCA1was decreased inHprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−mice.

(I) Mean values of CA3–CA1 correlation of SPWs (y axis) were plotted against the mean values of CA3–CA1 event failures (x axis) for each genotype. Note that slices with

increased correlation tended to have decreased propagation failures. The data in the graphs (C, F, G, andH) are shown as box plots. The horizontal line in themiddle is the

median value. The boundary of the box closest to zero indicates the 25th percentile and the boundary of the box farthest from zero indicates the 75th percentile.Whiskers

(error bars) above andbelow the box indicate the 90th and 10thpercentiles. Data points (single dots) beyond the 5th and 95th percentiles are also displayed. Student’s t-test

or Mann–WhitneyU test was used to compare genotype effect. Pearson Product Moment Correlation was used to assess the correlation between 2 parameters. Significant

differences between Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− and Hprtα3L185L +/0 control mice are indicated with asterisks (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001).
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2004, 2014). Therefore, we asked whether PV interneuron-de-
pendent function in the ventral hippocampus, which is respon-
sible for the formation and stability of contextual fear
memories, may be altered in Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice. In-
deed, our data show that these animals are clearly impaired in
contextual fear extinction and maintain elevated levels of freez-
ing behavior throughout their exposure to a 5-day extinction
training period. The deficit was reproduced in subsequent elec-
trophysiological and immunohistochemical experiments. Con-
trol animals, in contrast, showed efficient extinction of fear
memory and reduced freezing already after a single extinction
training session. Unaltered freezing of the mutant mice during
the pretraining period and normal pain responsiveness exclude
a priori motor or sensory deficits that could affect the perform-
ance in contextual fear-drivenmemory tasks. Thus, we conclude
that hyperfunctionality of PV interneurons in Hprtα3L185L +/0;
PvalbCre +/− mice contributes to impairment of extinction of
contextual fear memory.

The ventral hippocampus plays a key role in fear extinction,
but other brain regions such as amygdala and prefrontal cortex
(PFC) are also critically involved (Milad andQuirk 2002; Bissonette
et al. 2014; Courtin et al. 2014; Sparta et al. 2014). The observed be-
havioral phenotype thus could be related to altered weight and
function of PV interneurons in the local network of different
fear memory-related regions in the brain. In fact, a recent paper
(Brown et al. 2015) described a disturbance of auditory cued fear
memory extinction after transgenic knock down of Gad1 gene-
encoded 67-kDa protein isoform of glutamic acid decarboxylase
(GAD67) in PV interneurons associated with reduction in fre-
quency of spontaneous inhibitory events in the PFC. However,
we found no evidence for an alteration in this amygdala- and
frontal cortex-dependent task. While this does not rule out a

contribution of altered PV neuron activity in these regions during
contextual fear extinction, it demonstrates the principle ability of
Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−mice to extinguish fearmemories simi-
larly to control animals and suggests that the alteredmemory-re-
lated network activity in the ventral hippocampus of these mice
may play an important role in their context fear extinction deficit.
Several reasons might account for the discrepancy between the
Gad1 animal model and our mouse model. Most importantly,
loss of function and gain of function in perisomatic-targeting
PV interneurons may not affect all brain areas equally well, de-
pending on the weight and function of these neurons in the
local network. Moreover, activation of PV interneuron networks
via GlyR α3L185L may be affected by glycine and/or zinc (a well-
known modulator of GlyRs (Laube et al. 2000; McCracken et al.
2013)) in the hippocampus, for example, at mossy fiber terminals
in area CA3 (Lee et al. 2009; Kubota et al. 2010; Winkelmann et al.
2014). It would indeed be interesting to clarify whether Gad1
knock down in PV interneurons also affects the generation and
propagation of hippocampal SPW-Rs.

PV-neurons targeting perisomatic region of the principal glu-
tamatergic neurons in the ventral hippocampus regulate their
output, that is the synchrony of action potentials generated by
principal cell population (Miles et al. 1996; Csicsvari et al. 2000).
This is specifically important during memory-relevant network
oscillation patterns such as SPW-Rs determining the ability to
form specific memory “ensembles” (Wilson and McNaughton
1994; Stark et al. 2014). We therefore specifically investigated
the SPW-Rs in the ventral hippocampal slice preparations,
known to be generated in a PV-neuron dependent manner
(Hajos et al. 2013; Schlingloff et al. 2014). The observed alterations
of SPW-R appear to be intrinsic to the ventral hippocampus and
occur independently of its afferent connectivity. Our data suggest

Figure 6. The strength of CA3–CA1 network interaction during SPW-R activity is correlated with fear behavior at the second extinction session, E2. (A) Example traces of

low-passfiltered (3–45 Hz) SPW-Rs recorded simultaneously in pyramidal cell layerof areas CA3 (top) andCA1 (bottom) fromcontrolmice (Hprtα3L185L +/0) andHprtα3L185L +/0;

PvalbCre +/− mice. Note the increased SPW propagation in mice with enhanced functionality of PV interneurons. (B) Freezing duration (percent time of 2 min) at E2 was

increased in Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− compared with the control mice (Hprtα3L185L +/0) (C) Similar to naïve mice, CA3-CA1 propagation failures of SPWs were decreased

in micewith enhanced functionality of PV interneurons (Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−). (D) CA3–CA1 correlation of SPWs, and (E) signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in area CA3were

increased inHprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/−mice. Significant differences betweenHprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− andHprtα3L185L +/0 controlmice are indicatedwith asterisks (*P < 0.05,

**P < 0.01).
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that an increased perisomatic inhibition in the hippocampus of
Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice could enhance the reactivation
of previously formed fear memory ensembles and result in
exaggerated fear behavior resistant to extinction.

In addition to changes in network activity, decreased baseline
transmission in the Schaffer Collateral-CA1 pathway (Winkel-
mann et al. 2014) might also contribute to the observed behavior.
However, a recent paper has demonstrated that acute pharmaco-
genetic inhibition of principal glutamatergic neurons in the ven-
tral hippocampus within a 6 h time window after fear training
(consolidation phase) results in impaired consolidation of con-
textual fear memory (Zhu et al. 2014), which was not observed
with our protocol.

To date, the role of PV neuron activity in the ventral hippo-
campus in relation to persistence of fear memories has not
been investigated.We could show that SPW-R activity is similarly
enhanced in both behaviorally naïve and trained Hprtα3L185L +/0;
PvalbCre +/− mice, indicating that the gene mutation but not the
training determines the degree of SPW-R activity in our model.
Thus it can be expected that increased SPW-R activity will also
be evident in vivo in Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice (Lu et al.
2011; Maier et al. 2012), in both the conditioned and uncondi-
tioned situations. The role of SPW-R in memory consolidation
is firmly established and indeed, the propensity for SPW-R activ-
ity correlated with the level of fear memory during extinction in
our experiments. In vivo, to correlate SPW-R activitywithmemory

strength, behavioral state (e.g., sleep; Wilson and McNaughton
1994; Kudrimoti et al. 1999; Stark et al. 2014) of recording
needs to be taken into consideration. Nevertheless, such record-
ings would likely not be sufficient to discriminate SPW-R
functions in the re-consolidation of the original trace versus con-
solidation of extinction memory, which is the critical question
arising from the current study. Rather, systematic interference
(e.g., pharmacogenetics, optogenetics) in vivo will be necessary
to address these points in future studies.

In a previous study (Winkelmann et al. 2014), Hprtα3L185L +/0;
PvalbCre +/− mice presented with an anxiety phenotype and
mild freezing behavior measured in an open field. However,
post-training and retrieval values in the contextual and the audi-
tory cued paradigms confirmed that the levels of conditioned fear
were similar between genotypes before extinction started. We
further found no evidence for pretraining increase of anxiety in
the mutants, indicating an aversiveness of the training context
per se. Therefore, we suggest that the observed behavioral
phenotype is related to a specific enhancement of the stability
of contextual fear memory in Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice.

Current concepts suggest that memory traces become reacti-
vated during fear memory retrieval and that fear memory is
reconsolidated in an updated form upon the reactivation. There-
in, the extinction of fear memories, that is, the reduction of fear
responding upon repetitive nonreinforced retrieval, competes
with reconsolidation of the original trace, a process of renewed

Figure 7. Correlation of parvalbumin signals in the CA3b region of the ventral hippocampus with fear behavior at the second extinction session, E2. (A) Representative

image shows maximum intensity projections of z-stacks with parvalbumin signals in CA3b regions of the ventral hippocampus. Scale bars: 10 µm. Identified PV

interneurons are indicated by asterisks. Numbering 1 to 4 of boxed regions and the insets right-hand at higher magnification show representative PV neurons

classified as (from top to bottom) “high”, “intermediate high”, “intermediate low”, and “low”. (B) Freezing duration (percent time of 2 min) at E2 of mice processed for

parvalbumin immunohistochemistry was significantly different between control (black bar) and Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice (gray bar). (C,D) Cumulative plots of

the relative parvalbumin signal intensities from control animals and Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice reveal significant (P < 0.001) differences in the ventral (C), not

dorsal (D), hippocampus. Statistical analysis was performed using Kolmogorov–Smirnov test.
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storagewithout decay in performance (Eisenberg et al. 2003; de la
Fuente et al. 2011). Reconsolidation is typically seen after one or
few retrieval sessions and utilizes similar cellular and molecular
processes as the original consolidation (Nader et al. 2000; Debiec
et al. 2002). Strikingly, reconsolidation of contextual fear is ac-
companied by increased activation of amygdala and hippocam-
pus, whereas extinction results in activation of mPFC and
amygdala (Mamiya et al. 2009).

The deficit of Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice to extinguish
context fear memories thus allowed us to investigate potential
physiological correlates of fearmemory persistence in the hippo-
campus. SPW-Rs, which are generated via parvalbuminergic
local networks in the hippocampus, are prime candidates in
this respect. In vivo, SPW-Rs occur during slow-wave sleep and
likely represent stored information that is replayed in the hippo-
campus and finally transferred to the neocortex, for example,
during memory consolidation (Buzsaki 1989; Buzsaki et al. 1992;
Wilson and McNaughton 1994; Nadasdy et al. 1999). Increased
density and magnitude of hippocampal SPW-Rs have already
been described following memory retrieval (Eschenko et al.
2008). Therefore, it is plausible to assume that the enhanced
SPW-R activity and SPW propagation observed in Hprtα3L185L +/0;
PvalbCre +/− mice may be related to an altered (re-)consolidation
of fear memory. Indeed, the mutant mice recovered a profound
initial freezing response after each extinction training and most
profound genotype difference were observed during the extinc-
tion session E2, the first to present both extinction and reconsoli-
dation effects. This indicates a failure of overnight consolidation
of fear extinction and reconsolidation-like persistence of the ori-
ginal fearmemory trace. It is important to discriminate this from
the spontaneous recovery of successfully extinguished fear
memory after the passage of time (Myers and Davis 2007).
Whether or not this latter phenomenon may be affected by PV
network activity unfortunately cannot be assessed in our
model due to the a priori deficit in extinction memory.

If altered activity of PV neurons in ventral hippocampus is a
physiological correlate of the observed extinction deficits, rele-
vant PV-dependent network activities in this structure should
display corresponding changes. Indeed basic properties of SPW-
Rs (Maier et al. 2003, 2009; Kanak et al. 2013; Kranig et al. 2013)
were changed in both slices from naïve Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre

+/− mice and in slices taken during fear memory extinction. We
observed a similar increase in the incidence of SPW-Rs in area
CA1 and in the network interaction between CA3 and CA1 sub-
fields with and without behavioral manipulation, suggesting
that these effects are primarily driven by the genetic manipula-
tion. Moreover, some basic properties of SPW-Rs like SPW size,
number of ripples, ripple amplitude and ripple frequency in
area CA3 and CA1 seem to be affected by the behavioral training.

We chose the enhanced CA3–CA1 network interactions dur-
ing SPW-Rs as the most robust genetically induced effect of
Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mutation to further study the potential
association of enhanced SPW-R activity with fearmemory stabil-
ity. In these experiments, slices were analyzed during a 6-h post-
learning rest period that is thought to be most critical for SPW-R
mediated consolidation mechanisms (Buzsaki 1989; Wilson and
McNaughton 1994; Chrobak and Buzsaki 1996; Kudrimoti et al.
1999; Marshall et al. 2006). Although we did not find clear correl-
ation between freezing behavior and SPW-R properties within
genotypes, correlation analysis of the pooled data suggests that
increased SPW-R activity might relate to reconsolidation of the
initially encoded fear memory during extinction training, at the
expense of consolidating the newly formed memory for fear
extinction. Furthermore, similar strength and significance of

correlation between SPW-Rs and freezing between groups support
the concept of encoding memory strength in a quantitative man-
ner in the hippocampus (Kirwan et al. 2008; Shrager et al. 2008).

As augmented SPW-R in Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice were
observed both in naïve animals and following extinction learn-
ing, it can be assumed that increased propagation of information
has occurred during both the memory consolidation and the ex-
tinction/reconsolidation process. In fact, although contextual
conditioning tends to produce lower freezing values than cued
conditioning it is hard to extinguish, particularly in mice. For in-
stance, in a study by Golub et al. (2009) contextual fear condition-
ing with a highly aversive unconditional stimulus and 75%
freezing allowed for only 25% extinction, even though the extinc-
tion trainingwas 3 times as long as in the our experiments (Golub
et al. 2009). Thus, even though freezing levels after memory ac-
quisition in our experiments did not significantly differ between
genotypes, it should be considered that the dynamics of fear
memory acquisition and fear memory modification in Hprtα3L185L
+/0; PvalbCre +/−micemight bemore generally altered, depending on
the training conditions. It is plausible to assume that in our ex-
periments SPW-R activity may have led to a more stable fear
memory trace during the initial training or as a consequence of
state-specific network activity patterns duringmemory retrieval.

During context fear learning mossy fibers form filopodia onto
PV interneurons in areaCA3 of the dorsal hippocampus (Ruediger
et al. 2011). Moreover, contextual fear conditioning and pharma-
cogenetic activation of PV interneurons induce a high activity
state that is reflected in PV immunoreactivity in dorsal area
CA3b and correlationwith performance in the novel object recog-
nition task (Donato et al. 2013). Thus, we hypothesized that gen-
etic enhancement of PV network configuration in our mutants
might induce changes in PV expression related to fear memory.
Indeed our investigation of this immunohistochemical param-
eter revealed a generally increased PV signal intensity in ventral
CA3b of mutants compared with control animals. Although we
did not find correlation between freezing behavior and PV signal
intensity within genotypes, the proportion of low and intermedi-
ate high states of PV interneurons in ventral CA3b of pooled data
fromboth genotypeswere negatively and positively, respectively,
correlated with freezing duration during extinction at E2. In con-
trast, we did not find any correlation between proportion of inter-
neurons with different parvalbumin signal intensities in the
dorsal hippocampus and freezing duration during extinction at
E2. Accordingly, we have previously demonstrated unaltered
performance of Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice in a novel-object
recognition task and a reward-based 8-arm radial maze test
(Winkelmann et al. 2014).

Our results are in good agreement with a division of labor be-
tween dorsal and ventral hippocampal regions with regard to
contextual memory processing of spatial and contextual emo-
tional aversive stimuli, respectively. This is also in line with the
differential impact of stress on hippocampal physiology along
the dorso-ventral axis (Maggio and Segal 2007, 2009) and with
anatomical evidence that suggests PFC and the hippocampus
have segregated functional reciprocal connections to each other
(Prasad and Chudasama 2013): the “dorsal pathway” connecting
the dorsal PFC (retrosplenial, anterior cingulate, and orbital cor-
tex etc.) and dorsal hippocampus involved in acquisition and re-
learning of fear memory, while the ventral pathway connecting
the ventral PFC (prelimbic, infralimbic cortex etc.) and ventral
hippocampus takes role in extinction-related processes (Prasad
and Chudasama 2013; Hamilton and Brigman 2015; Rozeske
et al. 2015). Homeostatic plasticity of PV interneurons in different
hippocampal subdivisions and their impact on generation and
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propagation of SPW-Rs may provide important cellular and net-
work correlates of these mnemonic functions.

Extinction deficits and anxiety often co-occur (Zeitlin et al.
2012; Olsen et al. 2014; Pinna and Rasmusson 2014). In particular,
resistance to fear extinction is a hallmark of posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) and is observed in rodent models of this disease
(VanElzakker et al. 2014); targeting extinction therefore has been
suggested as effective therapeutic approach to this disorder (Par-
sons and Ressler 2013). However, the induction of a full PTSD-like
phenotype in Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice by fear conditioning
is rather unlikely, sincewe did not observe neutral context gener-
alization or extinction-resistance to a conditioned tone. Never-
theless, our study clearly identified a susceptible hippocampal
state associated with contextual fear memory persistence in
Hprtα3L185L +/0; PvalbCre +/− mice. This discovery can also be rele-
vant for the treatment of neuropsychiatric comorbidities of pa-
tients with mTLE, which present with interictal anxiety (Currie
et al. 1971; Beyenburg et al. 2005). Indeed, fear and anxiety are
some of the most frequent and clinically important comorbid
disorders in mTLE patients (Vazquez and Devinsky 2003; Beyen-
burg et al. 2005). We observed increased expression of the GlyR
α3L185L RNA variant in lobectomies of the mesial temporal lobe
(Eichler et al. 2008, 2009), a hippocampal region corresponding
to the ventral hippocampus in our animalmodel of epilepsy stud-
ied here. Interestingly, impaired extinction of fearwas already re-
ported in amousemodel of TLE (Lesting et al. 2011). This supports
our previous postulate that spatiotemporal dynamics of GlyR
RNA editing in PV interneurons of mTLE hippocampi and result-
ing impairment of contextual fear memory extinction contribute
to neuropsychiatric comorbidities of the disease (Winkelmann
et al. 2014). Furthermore, our results can be useful as a diagnostic
tool in mTLE (Bragin et al. 2002; Axmacher et al. 2008).

Supplementary material
Supplementary Material can be found at http://www.cercor.
oxfordjournals.org/ online.
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